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In

some instances the Instrrment Board Safely Pad Cover has separated from
the Instn:nent Cfuster Mounting Plate Rim, leaving a space along the top between the rim and the safety pad.

This condition may be correcbed by cementing bhe safety pad lo t,he rim, using
lM-Fast Tack Adhesive Cement as foll-ows:

1. Insert a

spacer between the safely pad assembly and the

instrument cluster rjm at each end of the separation to
provide space for the applica bion of bhe adhesive.

2.

Prepare and have ready a lengNh of inner tube filled with
sand and closed on each end or other suitable weight
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safety pad in the area which will be behind lhe front edge
of the instrument cluster rim.
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L. Appty a bhin coal of adhesive along t,he top edge of bhe
instrunent cluster rim but keep the adhesive about 1/8"
-3/16" rearward from the front edge of the rim.
5.

Remove the spacers and inmedia bely press the safely pad
and cover doi"rn into the adhesive applied over the instrument cluster rim and hold it there.

6. Place the
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the top of the safety pad cover
remain there for several hours or until the
cement has secured the safety pad to the rin.
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